Publications

**Mission:** This committee is responsible for: 1) production of *Newsline* as an electronic newsletter; 2) written communication published in the *News and Views Online* section of the CPDD website; and 3) advising on CPDD relations with Elsevier, including contracts and Editor appointments, for the benefit of the CPDD membership.

**Committee Members:** The President-Elect of CPDD appoints members of the Publications Committee and its Chair for 3-year terms. Terms begin and end immediately after the annual meeting.

**Committee Operations:** The Publications Committee usually is comprised of 4-5 members (including the chair) and several ex-officio members that provide oversight for multiple publications of the CPDD (below), annual meeting abstracts, annual meeting symposia summaries (published in the NIDA Monograph) and any new publication ventures sponsored by CPDD. The Publications Committee provides input and recommendations on these publications to the BOD.

The Publications Committee reports to the CPDD BOD in June and gives an interim report in December-January. Initiatives of the Committee are proposed to the Executive Committee for consideration during the year and to the BOD at the Annual Meeting. Special charges to the Publications Committee are considered and recommendations to either the Executive Committee or the entire BOD are made. The Publications Committee also prepares documents for distribution to the CPDD membership as needed, for example, to announce changes in the abstract publication policies.

**Drug & Alcohol Dependence (DAD): News & Views**

- This journal functions autonomously under the direction of its editors who individually negotiate their contracts with Elsevier, the publisher of DAD.
- Negotiate 5-year contract detailing the relationship between CPDD and the DAD journal
- Serve as liaison to DAD editorial board
- Support editorial activities and provide input to editors on issues pertinent to the CPDD
- Publish News and Views as leading pages in the monthly journal
- Solicit and suggest topics for supplemental issues of DAD

**Newsline**

- The DAD journal provides access to 4 pages/month in DAD for a total of 48 pages/year. These pages include an informational page on the College and may include annual meeting information, the benefits of membership, the membership application, the nomination requirements for CPDD Awards for Excellence,
information of value to an international audience and brief reviews of scientific advances in drug and alcohol dependence.

- Choose editor and serve as consultants to editor
- Support editorial activities, edit/proof publication

**Abstract Publication**

- This publication is an in-house publication directed at the CPDD members and covers current CPDD activities, publication of award criteria, meeting reports, annual meeting issues, scientific articles/news items of interest, positions available, and announcements.
- Choose editor and serve as consultants to editor
- Support editorial activities, edit/proof publication
- Publish online and in print

**NIDA Monograph:** Annual Meeting Symposia are published in a NIDA Monograph. Selection of symposia for presentation at the annual meeting includes agreement to summarize the symposium presentations for publication. The Publication Committee chooses the editor and supports editorial activities.

**New Publications:** The Publication Committee provides the mechanism through which new publication ventures can be initiated and considered for sponsorship by the CPDD.

- Abstracts submitted for presentation at the annual meeting are published in house.
- Choose editor of supplement and serve as consultant to editor
- Interface with Electronics Committee, which formats electronic file containing abstracts
- Support editorial activities and edit proofs
- Work with CPDD office in publication of the volume